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What Cake should I be Feeding this Spring?
With cows now beginning to
start grazing this spring what
cake should you be using? It’s
a call I often have from
members, and it’s questions
like this I am here to help with.
The problem with grass is it can
have a greater variability than
ensiled forages because it can depend on the weather, the time
of year, timing of fertiliser application etc. etc. Read more

7 Top Tips for Communicating with Staff
Do you find your staff often misunderstand you and are they
ignoring your instructions? Or are you finding your staff are
complaining that they don’t know what’s happening around the
farm? Poor communication is often quoted as the biggest
frustration amongst staff on farms.
In this article on staff
development, Paul Harris
from Real Success Ltd,
outlines 7 top tips on how
to communicate more
effectively with your staff.
Read more

Milk Prices - The Future is White
the Future is Bright!
Is 40ppl Milk price the New 30ppl?
Who would have thought twelve months ago in
the midst of a pandemic that we now would have
had two interest rate increases, 7% inflation,
fertiliser prices increasing 250% and feed prices
40%, Oil prices 100% and Electricity 250%. Agri
Output prices such as milk, beef cereals etc.
continue to rise,
with
Arla
announcing
a
March standard
litre price of
39.5ppl.
Read more

Think, be Prepared and Ready!
With so much volatility in the market currently,
and prices so high, I know it might sound hard or
boring to think about this, but now it is more
important that ever to think ahead about what
you need and when.
I say this because it is getting harder and harder
to get hold of some products currently, and talk
is it could get harder still. Read more

Are you Sensitive?
£:€, £:$, €:$, conflict, import/export tariffs, Brexit,
World Trade Organisation agreements, red tape,
unknown unknows, all of these will impact on your
business altering the price you receive for goods
you sell and inputs you purchase.

We are all fully aware on the significant swings in
fertiliser, fuel, feed and electricity prices seen since
the turn of the year. You may feel
that it is impossible to plan ahead
with all the uncertainty, but you
must. Producing five year plans is
more important than ever to look
at the impact on your business of
these price shifts. Read more
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